TRUST BOOSTER

TBS X509
Sign&Login SHA256

STRONG
AUTHENTICATION

TBS X509 Sign&Login is a class 2 certificate allowing its
owner to authenticate strongly, to profit from a digital
signature or to sign documents such as PDF ones.
Strong authentication is an alternative to the password
identification classical system and is specifically
recommended to regulate the access to your intranet or
extranet web sites. Your customers or partners don't have
to remember login and password, the certificate identifies
them.

DIGITAL
SIGNATURE
CLASS 2
CLIENT CERTIFICATE
SIGNED IN SHA256

EQUIPMENT
Delivered in software format

FUNCTIONALITIES
Strong authentication
Digital signature
PDF signature

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Strong authentication
Documents signature
PDF signature (not recognized by default in Acrobat Reader)
Standard: X509v3, chained
Signed in SHA256
Lifetime: 1 to 6 years
Class 2 certificate: organization validation
Software

WEB SITES
www.tbs-internet.com
www.tbs-certificates.co.uk
www.tbs-x509.com

TBS INTERNET
Trust booster
With 15 years heads-on experience and a detailed
technology understanding, TBS Internet specialized in
online business security. Since 1996, our expertise is
appreciated by public listed companies, SMEs, civil
services and leading companies.

Single-site server
certificates
Multiple-site server
certificates
Developer certificates
Client certificates
Trust seals

As certification authority, TBS Internet also designs its
own high authentication certificates. Our X509 products
are competitive and well recognized by browsers.
We maintain platinum level partnership
certification authorities:

with

these

The satellite encyclopedia
Information about artificial satellites
At the cutting edge of technology, TBS Internet is also a forerunner in the matter of
gathering and broadcasting information. TBS Internet publishes one of the three
worldwide reference work: The Satellite Encyclopedia.

Consulting
Internet: a strong expertise
TBS Internet advises and guides local ISPs, local or national hosting companies and
key accounts' incorporated services.

TRUST BOOSTER
40% of French server
certificates are provided
by TBS INTERNET

TBS X509, TBS Internet's own brand, was created in 2006
to provide a wide range of server and user certificates.

Over 7000
references all
around the world

A 10 years experience in selling SSL certificates and a
first range technical support are TBS Internet's assets to
compete with the actors of the Internet
security market.

Leading SSL
aggregator since
1996

